How To Take A Green Vacation

Dear Fellow Vacationer,You might have
heard about eco-vacations or green
vacations before. Maybe youve even
thought about going on an eco-vacation but
decided against it becausewell, you really
werent sure if you wanted to spend your
hard-earned money and well-deserved time
roughing it in the wilderness, sleeping on
the ground, and eating stuff you picked off
some bushes along the trail to Camp
Withoutabathroom.Stop right there because
youve got it all wrong. Just because a
vacation is eco-friendly or green,you dont
have to give up creature comforts, do
things you dont want to do, or spend a
whole lot of time and money doing it.As a
matter of fact, going on a green vacation
can be easier to plan, more indulgent than
you imagined, far less expensive than you
thought and much more fun than any
vacation youve taken - ever!And you can
find out exactly how to do it, which
companies are trustworthy, what to pack,
and dozens of other useful tips in How to
Take a Green Vacation.This book shows
you how to take the ultimate green
vacation for you - no matter your age,
physical ability, or gender.When you read
about the variety of options available in
How to Take a Green Vacation, youre sure
to find one or more vacations that suit your
taste, style, budget and comfort level. If
you thought a green vacation was all about
camping, think again. Im not saying that
camping isnt green or eco-friendly, because
it is - if you do the right things (see page 14
to find out what these are). But staying in a
hotel can also be a part of your green
vacation - if you stay in certain
hotels.Chapter 2 tells you which hotels are
going the extra mile in providing green
products and practicing eco-friendly habits.
How to Take a Green Vacation provides
complete contact information - address,
phone numbers, websites, reservation links,
and what exactly each hotel is doing to
help the environment.If you want
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heart-pumping action, look no further than
the eco-tour companies listed in Chapter 8.
Youll definitely get every pennys worth in
excitement, spectacular views, and
adventures that will last you a lifetime.If
you want rest, relaxation and pampering,
fret no more. Chapter 4 takes you on some
luxury vacations that will have you feeling
like royalty. Find out which five star
resorts around the world give you the
ultimate feeling of indulgence - all the
while doing it with the improvement of the
environment in mind.Now, you might be
thinking, It sounds like I have to spend a
lot of money to go on a green vacation.
You really dont. As a matter of fact, many
of the eco-resorts mentioned in How to
Take a Green Vacation, as well as most of
the vacation options, are quite affordable.
Some eco-vacation organizations even pay
for your food, room, transportation, and
some incidental fees! Find out why and
which ones in Chapter 9.Are green
vacations only for the young and the fit? Of
course not! Everybody deserves a vacation,
and everybody deserves a chance to give
back to the Earth. Thats why its absolutely
possible for everyone from all walks of
life, at any age and any physical level of
comfort to enjoy a holiday while doing
good things for the planet.For instance,
Chapter 6 features eco-tour companies that
specialize in providing customized green
vacations for people with special needs or
disabilities.If youre over 50 years old,
Chapter 7 gives you a list of companies
that not only give you a discount, but also
provide you with the perfect amount of
activity and relaxation - all while making a
huge difference in taking care of the
planet!How about families? Chapter 5 of
How to Take a Green Vacation shows you
places around the globe that you can take
your family to enjoy, appreciate, and value
the planet that we live on.The information
in How to Take a Green Vacation is so
complete that you wont need to do
anything but decide when you want to go and where.
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How to Take a Green Vacation offers practical advice on how you can do your part to save the planet. If we all make
little changes together we can make a huge Aventouras intimate trips in seven countries include stays at a guesthouse in
the Andes and dinner with a Costa Rican family (800-930-2846 or So we book out 2 night vacation and were told if we
dont show up, we get billed the entire price of the full price of what our stay would haveMy husband and I just
purchased a Blue Green sampler 24 vacation package . The BG timeshare is a great club if you learn the system and are
able to use it.Bluegreen Vacations offers guests the extraordinary experience of vacation ownership with exciting
destinations Get Away with Bluegreen Vacations Offers. Green travel is not a passing trend but a portable lifestyle
choice. . Millions of Americans take cruise vacations every year, the nonprofitTake a green vacation. If you are planning
an escape, but youre worried about the environmental impact of your travels, here are a few ways to get out and Though
flying hasnt become less harmful to the environment, you may be able to minimize your carbon footprint by taking a
green vacation.In Mission Valley, take the Trolleys Green Line to the Fashion Valley Transit Center and board Route
120 that runs limited-stop service to 4th & Laurel, just twoBuy How To Take A Green Vacation: Read Kindle Store
Reviews - . Just because youre going on vacation, that doesnt mean you should take a vacation from your eco-friendly
habits. Even away from the comfort But a green vacation does not have to be about the natural environment. Just
strolling or biking around a new city - say, Boston, or Paris - is an Taking a green approach to travel is an easy and
essential way to protect the places you love to visit, not just for yourself but for the travelers
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